PLAID CHRISTMAS STAR ORNAMENT
A Design by Sally London for Rainbow Gallery

Material List
12” X 14” #12 or #13 White Mono Canvas
Zig Textile Marker
#20 Tapestry Needles
Stretcher Bars to fit
Silk Lame’ Braid #13
- LB02-White 1 card
- LB08-Red 3 cards
- LB09-Dark Red 1 card
- LB10-Green 3 cards
- LB12-Purple 2 cards
- LB15-Dark Blue 2 cards
Treasure Ribbon
- XR01 – Brite Gold 1 card

Model stitched on 12 count Mono Canvas. Finished Size: 6 ¾ X 9 ¾.

Before mounting your canvas on stretcher bars, draw star outline on your canvas with a textile marker. Trace outline from back page.

Measure down from top point of your star 4 inches and tent stitch “Joy” with XR01. Make sure you center your letters with the outline. Follow chart. You can also make your “Joy” vertical or stitch a name or other greeting. Be creative.

At start point begin your diagonal plaid. Step One as follows:

6 rows of LB08-Red
3 rows of LB15-Dark Blue
2 rows of LB12-Purple
1 row of LB09-Dark Red
5 rows of LB10-Green
1 row of LB02-White

Repeat until you have filled in the entire shape.

Step Two – Start at the top with your rows in the same sequence as above. Continue working down till your star is completely filled in and you have completed your plaid.

You can also create your own Diagonal Plaid using different combinations. Be creative. Finish as flat or stuffed ornament.
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